
Dismounted Soldier  
Systems



PRECISION TECHNIC DEFENCE   
provide state-of-the-art turn-key solutions for the Dismounted 

Warfighter, using innovative and battle proven technologies from 
distinct manufacturers.

We  offer a full range of integrated Next Generation Operator solutions to support the diverse and challenging 
requirements on the modern battlefield. The scale of equipment and solutions offered by the company, provides an 

extensive experience and knowledge in matching technologies and interoperability requirements, and this enables 
the company to advise and provide a lateral approach to the Modern Warfighter Ensemble, seeing the Operator as a 

“system of systems”.

COMPANY SOLUTIONS INCLUDE:
•   Scalable Dismounted Digital Architecture with Power and Data Management solutions
•   Ballistic Protection Systems
•   Clothing and Carrying Solutions

DISMOUNTED DIGITAL ARCHITECTURE
Baseline solutions include simple architecture to include End User Devices, software and communication devices. The system 
is scalable from this simple “spoke” Operator to the advanced communications “hub” Operator, which could be a Joint Terminal 
Air Controller or Joint Fires Operator, where any reduction in Size, Weight and Power is vital for these applications as is seamless 
connectivity. 

Through strong partnerships with tip-of-the-spear partners within Military centric technology solutions, Precision Technic Defence 
strives to bring innovative and yet feasible solutions. Low physical impact with high operational impact  as well as trying to streamline 
especially the power sub-systems, are key. 

The Digital Architecture is the most important element in our digital ambitions -there are likely to be different End User Devices, 
Communication devices and Power Solutions in accordance with the different Mission Profiles, and seamless connectivity and 
effectiveness can only be truly achieved by ensuring that the overall architecture and right partnership is in place. Precision Technic 
Defence and its Partners have both experience, knowledge and capability to ensure this.

COMMUNICATION
In order to connect the operator to its commanding post and with his mission team to supply him with valuable information and 
cues, Precision Technic Defence can provide several MANET-capable radio systems, offering pure data transmission with low 
electromagnetic emission up to high bandwidth data, voice and video capabilities at tactical level. In addition to this the solutions 
interoperability with all major hand-held radios and communication devices, including but not limited to ANW2, LINK-16, VHF, UHF, 
SATCOM and ROVER.

Solutions also include the next step in wearable and multi-domain robotic control systems. This enables unified command 
and control of unmanned systems regardless of the vendor or mobility domain. From robotic systems in the air, ground 

or water, solutions enable seamless control of platforms and payloads in an intuitive way.

RECONNAISSANCE EQUIPMENT
The open architecture of our solutions allows for connectivity to hand-held reconnaissance equipment such as 

EO/IR Sensors, Laser Designators, geo-targeting devices etc. Precision Technic Defence is working with multiple 
partners and manufactures to ensure seamless connectivity and interoperability.

WEAPONS, WEAPON SIGHTS, AMMUNITION
Within the Dismounted Soldier System ensemble, the company also provides light-weight small 

arms ammunition and weapon system solutions as well as network optimized sights and optical 
solutions.
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AUGMENTED REALITY
For enhanced Situational Awareness and to allow the Operator to have visual awareness, Aug-
mented Reality can be a capability enhancing factor to optimize speed, precision and force protec-
tion during Operations. The Augmented Reality solutions consist of two overall components being the 
Augmented Reality Sensor module and the display, while Precision Technic Defence can assist in embed-
ding this technology into the overall system architecture.

Solutions include options of Augmented Reality display capabilities for both Night and Daytime Operations and includes 
connectivity to Display Embedded Goggles as well as a clip-on display for standard night vision goggle integration. 

The Augmented Reality Sensor Module includes an integrated helmet camera as well as filters for information selection. 
In addition to this, it allows the Operator to configurate the system on-the-move, populate Points of Interest, and multiple 
other features.

GPS DENIED NAVIGATION
With growing concerns and demand for Operation in GPS denied or challenged environment, Precision Technic Defence have 
teamed with industry leading and innovative partners to integrate geolocation sensor data and to track personnel indoors, 
underground and in environments where GPS is not available using sensor fusion, ranging and mapping technologies.

BALLISTIC PROTECTION SYSTEMS
Precision Technic Defence offer COTS, MOTS or Custom Ballistic Solutions from market leading Partners. The solutions include 
helmets, eyewear, carriers, soft and hard ballistics with weight reduction, high mobility and protection being key elements. The 
modern Battlefield and diverse operational environments call for scalable solutions. Precision Technic Defence can honor these 
requirements as well as integration of the Dismounted Digital Architecture and overall Load Carriage interoperability and benefits.

CLOTHING AND CARRYING SOLUTIONS
Through strong partnerships, the company offers a full ensemble of clothing, boots, pack and load carriage solutions. Clothing 
concepts scale from seven-layer full Soldier solutions to specific mission and environment items. The modern Warfighter can be 
engaged in operations being both covert as well as open, and through the full spectrum of climate zones. Clothing and equipment 
must be able to accommodate this. 

Precision Technic Defence offer both Civilian Tactical solutions as well as solutions developed for pure Military Operations. All solu-
tions have common features being high quality and newest feasible technology. In addition to the clothing and fabrics solutions, 
Precision Technic Defence offer a long list of smaller items such as tactical lights, knives, medical kits and other equipment of 
importance and value for the individual soldier.

Together with our distinct Partners and End User inputs, we have designed and manufactured a series of backpacks covering 
both combat packs, MEDIC Packs, Radio and Special Equipment Packs as well as Packs for Special Operation Forces.

Company knowledge and experience from working the full spectrum of solutions, industry partnerships and program in-
volvement provides a strong base for any Military of high-profile Law Enforcement Agency. Knowing how each sub-system 
affects the other and the dependencies is crucial of success. 

Within the Dismounted Soldier System ensemble, the company also provides light-weight small arms ammunition and 
weapon systems solutions as well as network optimized sights and optical solutions. Precision Technic Defence are 
ready to work with both End Users, Prime Contractors and Integrators to provide the modern warfighter with a tai-
lored solution ranging from item supply, through to a comprehensive and complete system solution.

SUPPORT
Precision Technic Defence strive to build strong and long-lasting relationships with our customers and end 
users throughout the phases of procurement, implementation, and deployment. Our team understand 
that support, training and knowledge are paramount in gaining the edge for any application or mission, 
and it is with this in mind that we are committed to providing the best in product, software, and 
application support  and training for our services and product or system offerings.” 
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PRECISION TECHNIC DEFENCE PROVIDES 
CREDIBLE FULLY INTEGRATED HIGH  

QUALITY SOLUTIONS AND SERVICES.


